Hewn Wood Waiver
Hewing is a technique that mimics the traditional look of hand hewn lumber. This is a very time
consuming process that is done entirely by hand. Because of the labor requirements of hewing, this
is among the most expensive finish techniques used by Davis Mill and Cabinet, LLC (DMC).
1. No authentic antique will look exactly the same from one door to the next and neither will
hand hewn finishes. Hewn cabinets will have an “aged”, random appearance; every door,
drawer front, panel, or other component may vary from the next with respect to the extent
of hewing. The required door sample may be different from the job and pieces within the
project may vary from one another.
2. Veneer parts provide additional challenges with respect to hewing. It is very difficult to hand
hew a flat veneer to give it an aged appearance without planing through the veneer surface
into the core. DMC does hew finished cabinet ends and other veneer panels, however the
hewing may be less defined on veneer parts than on solid wood parts. For this reason, DMC
recommends that, whenever possible, design layouts incorporate applied deco end panels
rather than finished veneer ends.
3. Parts that are not visible or critical will not be hewn. For example, the backs of doors or
molding, etc are left clean and flat. They will receive the same finish as the hewn sections,
but because of the lack of hewing, any unhewn parts may look different than hewn parts.
4. This technique must be viewed as a whole, rather than individual pieces. Once combined
into a full layout of multiple cabinets, moldings, and components, the variety and beauty of
the individual pieces becomes more apparent.
5. Door samples are always required for hewn orders. The door sample may or may not
exhibit all possible variations that will be visible within a project.

We call your attention to these facts because the effect of hewing in an entire kitchen may be
different from what you visualize in viewing a small display or small finish sample.
I have read the above explanation and find it acceptable. I agree not to hold Davis Mill and Cabinet,
LLC or the Dealer/Designer responsible for any claims or problems resulting from these
characteristics.
____________________________________
Customer’s Signature
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